
Packaging Information
Standard 24 Impaling Clips
Bulk Box 240 Impaling Clips

ACOUSTIC IMPALING CLIPS

MetroFlex Acoustic Panel lmpaling Clips are designed to make fastening 
Acoustic Panels to walls fast and easy. MetroFlex lmpaling Clips are made 
from  galvanized steel and contain 8 sharp impaling spikes per clip. The 
impaling clips are designed to work with both Fiberglass and 
Mineralwool Panels with densities from 3 to 8 lbs/cf.  The spikes can 
pierce most facings including ASJ or FSK.

Recommended Installation
A minimum of 4 MetroFlex Impaling Clips should be used per acoustic 
panel.  A standard 24" x 48" panel will require 4-6 clips while a 48" x 96" 
panel will require 16-24 clips.

Temporarily hold the acoustic panel in place on the wall and lightly mark 
the placement of the panel with pencil.

Measure approximately 4 inches inside from each edge of the panel to 
determine the location of the clips.

The Impaling Clips have a center hole for fastening to the wall.  Use a 
standard wood screw if the clip falls on a wood wall stud, a self-drilling 
metal screw if wall contains steel studs, or a drywall expanding screw if it 
does not fall on a stud. (Fasteners not included)

Once all clips are installed, hold the panel over the clips and with the use 
of a level, firmly press and impale the acoustic panel onto the clips.  
*Warning: On lighter density panels and thinner panels, be careful of the 
impaling spikes.

For a permanent installation, beads of construction grade adhesive 
caulking can be applied to the wall before impaling the panel onto the 
clips.  Not recommended for use on ceiling installs.

- Installing Acoustic Panels to Walls Has Never Been So Easy -

Impaling Clip Dimensions

2-1/8" x 1-1/2" Base
8  Spikes (5/8" Long)
Center Fastener Hole
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